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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper treats the p-harmonic equation, 
d,cp=div(IV~IP-*V~)=O, l<p<co, 
in the plane. A number of analogies with basic complex function theory in 
C are developed. 
First, known facts about quasi-regular and quasi-conformal mappings 
are used to represent cp, - i(pY and study its Holder continuity. A study of 
the zeros of-the Jacobian a(cp,, rp,)/a(x, y) is included. 
If A, cp = 0 in a simply connected domain D, then a q-harmonic “stream 
function” 1,4 is shown to exist in D: 
The functions cp, $ form a conjugate pair, analogous to conjugate harmonic 
functions, and F= rp + i+ has some properties in common with 
holomorphic functions. The singular set (Vcp = V$ = 0) consists of isolated 
points. A representation formula a la Stoilow is given for F. 
The hodograph method is used to transform A, cp = 0 = A, $ into linear 
elliptic equations in the hodograph plane. The pull-back operation is 
analyzed. Further, we consider some particular p-harmonic functions of the 
form c~=rY(4) (q uasi-radial solutions). These functions are non-linear 
counterparts (p # 2) of the basic harmonic functions Re(z”), Im(z”) (p = 2). 
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They are here used to illustrate the representation theorems. It is finally 
shown that these quasi-radial solutions assume a particularly simple form 
in the hodograph plane, obtained by separation of variables in the linear 
equation for cp (or +). 
2. BASIC RESULTS FORP-HARMONIC FUNCTIONS 
Let D be a domain in R”, and let p > 1. The Euler-Lagrange equation for 
the problem of minimizing 
s IVdp x D 
over some convenient function class is written in weak form as 
I IVcpIp-*VcpTqdx=O, (2.1) D 
valid at least for all q E C,“(D). (Here, IVql P- * Vcp is by definition = 0, 
whenever Vcp = 0.) If cp E C*(D), this implies that 
(P-2) i cpX,cpX,cpX,X,+ lW2~rp=0 
i,j=l 
(2.2) 
in D. The equation is often written as 
div(IV~IP-*V~)=O. (2.3) 
Either of the three equations is called the p-harmonic equation, or the 
p-Laplace equation. 
A weak solution to the p-harmonic equation is a function rp E W:$‘(D) 
such that (2.1) holds for all q E C,“(D). (Observe that it is not required that 
cp be globally in the Sobolev space.) This is the solution concept used here. 
It is well known that any such cp belongs to the Holder class C:;;(D), 
where c1= GL(P, n)>O. It is also known that cp is smooth, in fact real 
analytic, away from the zeros of Vcp. Concerning these questions we refer to 
[LE 21 and [D] and references given there. 
From now on the discussion is confined to the case n = 2. 
2.1. The Beltrami Equation for the Complex Gradient 
Many relevant qualitative properties for the hodograph transformation 
are consequences of the fundamental observation that the complex gradient 
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of a p-harmonic function cp is quasi-regular. This property was proved by 
Bojarski and Iwaniec in [B-I] on the assumption that Ifl(p-z2)‘2f or 
IVqpl(p-2)/2 Vq is in the Sobolev space W:;:, a regularity result that they 
proved for p > 2 [B-I, Proposition 21. 
We shall use the so-called analytic definition for quasi-regularity 
[AH, pp. 24 and 291. We say that S: D + @, D being a domain in C, is 
quasi-regular in D, if 
(i) feC(D) 
(ii) f~ W:;,‘(D) 
(iii) lfil G WA a.e. in D for some constant k < 1. 
We shall here call the smallest k b 0 the dilatation for f (usually one regards 
K= (1 + k)/( 1 - k) as dilatation). The complex notation 
2Z=L-i!? 
aZ ax ay’ 
2$=&+in 
ay 
for the (weak) derivatives in (iii) is self-explanatory. If (ii) and (iii) hold, 
then f has a continuous representative. A quasi-regular homeomorphism is 
called quasi-conformal. For these concepts we refer to [AH, V, R]. 
THEOREM 1 (Bojarski-Iwaniec). Suppose that cp E C(D) n W&!‘(D) 
satisfies the equation 
I JV~lp-2V~V~dx=0 (2.1) 
whenever q E C,“(D). Then the complex gradient f = qx - ivy has a con- 
tinuous representative that is quasi-regular in D with dilatation 5 I 1 - 2/pJ. 
Proof The auxiliary mapping G = If I (p- 2"2 f is in W,&!(D) (cf. [B-I, 
Section 2; D, p. 8281). By the calculations in [B-I, p. 71 lGzl 5 
(Ip - 21/(p + 2)) lGZ( a.e. in that part of D where G # 0. Since G belongs to 
the Sobolev space, G, and G, are zero a.e. in the set where G = 0 [G-T, 
Lemma 7.7, p. 1521. This means that IGil s (lp--2l/(p + 2)) IG,l a.e. in D. 
Thus the (continuous representative for) G is quasi-regular in D. 
Since f itself is the composition of G and the radial quasi-conformal map 
Z-P Iz12’P--I z, it is quasi-regular. By the formal calculations in [B-I] 
(2.4) 
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a.e. in that part of D where f # 0, and 
(2.5) 
a.e. in D. This yields the desired dilatation. 
From now on we regard f = cpX - icp, as defined pointwise so that f is 
continuous. 
COROLLARY. f is locally Hiild er continuous in D with exponent 
a=min {p--l,-&} 
and cp E C:;,“(D). 
Proof. If 1 fil < kl f,l a.e. in D and k < 1 is a constant, then f is locally 
Holder continuous with exponent 
l-k 
a=l+k- 
See [L-V, Satz 3.2, p. 691 and (2.6) below. For k = 11 - 2/pl we get our ~1. 
Remark. If cp is p-harmonic and $ is q-harmonic where p + q = pq, then 
the above corollary gives the same Holder exponent for V~J and V$. For 




The general representation formula for quasi-regular mappings in the plane 
yields information essential for our purpose. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that cp is p-harmonic in D. Then the complex 
gradient f = cpX - icp, has the representation 
f =hoX (2.6) 
where x: D --* D’ is a quasi-conformal mapping and h: D’ + C is analytic. 
Moreover, x has the same dilatation ( < (1 - 21~1) as f (except for 
f = Const.). 
Proof: See, e.g., [V, Theorem 3.30, p. 211 or R, Satz 2.17, p.481 
bearing (2.4) and (2.5) in mind. 
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This means especially that either f reduces to a constant or the zeros off 
are isolated, i.e., the singular set 
s= {zED~f(z)=O} (2.7) 
is discrete. See also [AL] for this fact. 
COROLLARY. f is real-analytic outside a discrete set, namely S. 
Proof [LEl, p. 2081. 
We say that Vq has a zero of order n at a point z,, E D, if the analytic 
function h in some representation (2.6) has a zero of order n at the 
corresponding point I. Observe that the order of the zero does not 
depend on the particular representation chosen (cf. [R, 111.1, pp. 67-681). 
One can also classify isolated singularities by means of the representation 
f = h 0 x, and even the Principle of Argument holds, if properly formulated. 
See [R, III.1 and 111.2, pp. 67-711 for a presentation of this kind of 
Complex Analysis. 
2.2. On the Zeros of the Jacobian 
If cp is p-harmonic in a domain D in the plane, then f = cpX - iqY is quasi- 
regular in D and f is smooth in D\S; the singular set S consisting of the 
isolated zeros off (the case f - Const. is excluded). The Jacobian 
(2.8) 
for f= cpX + i(p,, is smooth (in fact, real-analytic) in D\S and hence its zeros 
can be interpreted pointwise. 
THEOREM 3. Let cp be p-harmonic in a plane domain D. Assume that cp is 
not a linear function. Then there exists a set E of isolated points in D, such 
that cp is real-analytic and 
in D\E. 
Proof We know that the complex gradient f has a representation 
f = h 0 x in D where h is analytic (holomorphic), h # Const., and x is quasi- 
conformal in D. Put 
S= {zeD[ f(z)=O}, T= {zEDlh’(X(z))=O}. 
We claim that Jr# 0 in D\(Su T). 
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So take an arbitrary point z0 E D\(Su T) and try to prove that 
- ‘p2 #O at zO. Put U= cpX, v= -cp so that f = u+ iv. Since 
F{;$i)) +c a suitable neighborhood o1 of i(z,) will be in topological 
correspondence with neighborhoods o2 of f(zo) and o of zO. We may 
assume that w  is so small that f e P(o). 
The chosen branch o2 3 (u, v) -K’ z E w  of the inverse is quasi- 
conformal [AH, pp. 9 and 221. Thus f -’ is differentiable a.e. in w2 and has 
first-order derivatives in LF,, [AH, pp. 27-281, i.e., f -' E W:;~(o,). It is 
known that 
J=x,y,-x,y,#O (2.9) 
a.e., since f -’ is quasi-conformal [AH, pp. 27 and 343. We can represent 
the identity on w2 as f of -‘, and here the chain rule is applicable. Thus 
u,xx, + UyYu = 1, 





ux= -y”, f$f 
J J 
holding a.e. in 02. Insertion of these formulas into the p-harmonic equation 
(2.2) gives that 
(2.4’ + v’)( y, + x,) + (p - 2)(u2y, - zuvy, + v2x,) = 0 (2.10) 
a.e. in 02. Observe that x, = y, a.e. in 02, since ‘pXY = qrX. This gives a 
system 
(242 + v2)(x, + y,) + (p - 2)(uZy, - 2uvy, + v2x,) = 0 
(2.11) 
x”=Yu 
satisfied a.e. in 02. We can assume o2 so chosen that u* + v2 > E > 0 in o2 
for some E. Then the above system is linear and uniformly elliptic in 02. It 
is well known that any continuous solution x + iy of (2.11) is classical, in 
fact even real-analytic, in any domain where uniform ellipticity holds. See 
[B-J-S, pp. 138, 207-210, 136, and 255-2561. Being quasi-conformal 
in 02, z =x + iy= f -‘(u, v) is continuous in 02. Thus X(U, v) and 
Y(U, 0) E CYO,). 
It follows immediately from 
a(% v) w, Y) -.-El, 
w, Y) a(& v) 
an identity to be interpreted pointwise now, that a(u, 0)/8(x, y) # 0 in CD. 
This proves the theorem. 
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3. ~-HARMONIC FUNCTIONS AND THEIR STREAM FUNCTIONS 
Following [AR2, pp. l-33 we write the p-harmonic equation for cp in 
divergence from 
(3.1) 
and introduce a stream function $ by the aid of the relations 
+x= - Ivvlp-2 (Pp Icly= Iw-2 cpx (3.2) 
in simply connected domains, and it turns out that this stream function is 
q-harmonic, i.e., 
(3.3) 





In the terminology of fluid mechanics we call + the stream function 
corresponding to the potential cp. In the language of Potential Theory we 
may say that cp and + are conjugate functions. Clearly, cp is obtained from $ 
in an analogous manner, and the system conjugate to (3.2) is 
rpx = Iw14~2 tip ‘py= -Iwl”-‘$x~ (3.2)’ 
In view of the results of Section 2, we have immediately the following 
result. 
THEOREM 4. Let rp f Const. be p-harmonic in a simply connected 
domain D. Then there exists a q-harmonic function $, where l/p + l/q = 1, 
such that 
II/,= - Ivdp-2 (Py, II/, = IVCPI p-2 cpx. 
Both cp and Ic/ belong to the Hiilder class C:&‘(D) with 
c( = min(p - 1, l/(p - 1) }. The gradients Vq and Vll/ are zero precisely in 
the discrete singular set S and V~J . V$ = 0. 
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The theorem was first derived in [AR2, p. 31 in slightly different form. 
The Holder continuity is illumiated in the remark after Theorem 1. 
Remark. If (3.2) holds, i.e., if 
bk-iti,= -4fl”-*f (f=cP,-@,I (3.2)” 
then also (3.1), (3.3), and (3.4) are valid. A convenient regularity 
assumption in (3.2)” is that cp, - icp, and II/,- itiY belong to 
C(D) n W:;,‘(D). 
We say that cp and $ are conjugate functions, when they are coupled so 
that the reciprocity expressed by (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) holds. The function 
F= cp + i$ reduces to a holomorphic function for p = q = 2! 
The described conjugation can also be explained by means of Fenchel’s 
duality for convex variational integrals. See [E-T, pp. 81-821 for this kind 
of analysis. 
3.1. The Stoilow Representation 
Suppose that cp and $ are conjugate functions in the sense described 
above. Then the mapping F: D + C, 
F= ~0 + i$, 
has the Jacobian 
J =~(cpd) -= IVqIP = IV$l”, 
F a(4 y) 
(35) 
a well-known formula in the classical case p = 2. This means that J,= 0 
only in the singular set S. See (2.7). 
LEMMA. If v, and + are conjugate functions in D and F = rp + i$, then 
either (i) F reduces to a constant or (ii) Jr is real-analytic and positive in 
D\S. 
Proof Combine (3.4), (2.7), and the Corollary of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 5. If F = cp + ilc/, cp and + being conjugate functions in D, then 
F admits the StoiTow representation 
F= Hoa. (3.6) 
Here a is a topological mapping of D and H is analytic in a(D). 
Proof Case (i) in the above lemma is clear. In case (ii) the represen- 
tation follows from [BE2, Lemma 8.1, p. 331, the necessary assumptions 
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being satisfied according to the Implicit Function Theorem. This completes 
the proof. 
Representations of this kind were called interior transformations in [S]. 
The above-mentioned lemma of Bers is a consequence of the General 
Uniformization Theorem. Actually, much more can be said about the inner 
function c in the Stoilow representation. Since 
JF= IWo)l’J,, 
J, is positive and real-analytic outside the singular set S. This implies that (r 
is quasi-conformal in each domain with compact closure in a fixed set 
J, > E (E > 0). 
Thus a is locally quasi-conformal in the domain D\S. 





l+lflP-2’ f 0 
when f = cpr - icp, # 0. Especially, 
everywhere in D. (For p= 2 we get the Cauchy-Riemann equations: 
Fi = 0.) We have 
but this quantity takes the value 1 in the singular set S, if p # 2. 
By definition (see Section 2.1) this hinders rr in (3.5) from being quasi- 
conformal in the whole of D, if p # 2 and S # 4. The case F = Const. is an 
exception. The proof is complete. 
A lot can be done on the basis of the Stoilow representation. The 
Principle of Argument can be used [R, p. 703, and one can define the order 
of a zero for Fat a point z0 as the order of the corresponding zero at a(zo) 
for H. (This concept depends only on F and z. but not on the particular 
Stoilow representation chosen.) 
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3.2. The Order of Zeros 
There is a connection between the representations cp + i$ = Ho a and 
cpx - icp, = h 0 x. The essential feature is that the orders of zeros for H and h 
are related: 
THEOREM 6. Let cp be p-harmonic in D (1~ p < 00) and II/ a stream 
function, having representations 
q+i$=Hoa, cpx - iqy = h 0 x, 
valid in D. Let cp & constant. For any fixed z0 E D, denote by A4 ( 2 1) the 
order of the first non-vanishing derivative of H at a(z,,). (The value of 
(cp + i+)(z0) has no importance.) Denote by N ( > 0) the order of the first 
non-vanishing derivative of h at x(zO). (N= 0 if h(X(zo)) #O). Then 
N=M-1. 
Proof: We will compute j, d arg(cp, + icp,) for a certain y in the z-plane, 
constructed from the representation q + it,b = Ho a. Put { = a(z), co = a(zO). 
It is no restriction to assume [,, = 0 and H(0) = 0. Choose a neighborhood 
U, of z, such that VP # 0 in UO\zO, and H’ # 0 in a( U,\z,). Now 
H(i)=fak<k=iM a,+ f akikeM 
M M+l 
holds in a neighborhood R, of [ = 0. We may assume that a-‘(!&) c U,,. 
A branch of 
I co 
J MaM+ c akikeM M+l 
can be defined in a neighborhood Q2, c Q, of [ = 0. Put 
ll=liaM+ f ak5k-M=#(i). 
M+I 
Choose a neighborhood Qz c Sz, of c = 0, mapped by 4 topologically onto 
some w  in the [r-plane. For any zEa-‘(0,) we have (Hoa)( 
(d(a(z)))M = (cp + ill/)(z). 
Put ml = (ill IRe(if’Vl < E, jIrn([y)l <E}, and choose E > 0 so small that 
Wr c o. Put f = ace,. Then f consists of 4M sections of curves Re([y) = E, 
Im(cr) = E, Re([y) = -6, Irn(cy) = -6, repeated in that order. The curves 
are easily specified in polar coordinates. They meet at 4M corners. The 
angle at each corner within o, is 7r/2, by conformality. The mapping 
a-‘o&’ is topolog’ 1 ma, and defined in o. Put y = (a-l 04-‘)(r). Clearly, y 
consists of 4M sections of level curves of cp and tj, alternating as above, 
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and meeting at 4M corners. Since Vq . V$ = 0, level curves of cp and tj meet 
at right angles. Put U1 = (a-’ 04~‘)(w,). Clearly, the angle within U, at 
each corner of y is 7r/2. Note that (a- ’ 0 I$ ~ ’ ) is smooth along K Denote 
the smooth sections of y by y,, u = 1,2, . . . . 4M. Observe that, along each yv, 
Vq is either tangent to or orthogonal to y,. Let y have a positive orien- 
tation. Clearly, 
Let e, be the tangent vector along y, positively oriented. Then, as is well 
known, 
darge,+xAarge,=2rr, 
the last sum being taken over all corners of y. Thus we have 
I d arg( cpx + icp,) - 27~ V 
= T jvc d(arg(cp, + ipy) - arg e,) -C A arg e, 
= -c Aarge,= -4M.;= --M.2rr, 
since arg(cp, + ivy) - arg e, is constant along each yO. This gives 
s darg(cp,+icp,)= -(M-1)2n. v 
But f = cp, - icp, = h 0 x, and h has a zero at x(z,,) of the order Na 0. Hence 
s, d(arg f) = N. 2~. Taking into account the minus sign in f, we find 
N = M - 1 (see Fig. 1). This proves the theorem. 
Remark. If p = q = 2 we have F(z) = cp + it,b = H(z) = holomorphic 
function, and F(z) = cpx + it,b, = cp, - i(py = h(z), also holomorphic, and 
c(z) = x(z) = z. Thus H’(z) = h(z) in this case. 
4. ON THE HOD~CRAPH METHOD AND QUASI-RADIAL SOLUTIONS 
Here, the hodograph method will be applied to the p-harmonic equation, 
thereby giving a linear elliptic differential equation in the hodograph plane. 
Further, the operation of going from the hodograph plane to the physical 
505/74/l-12 
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FIG. 1. Proof of Theorem 6. The curves shown are of the form Re([:) =const., and 
Im(cT) = const. Thus M = 3, and w, is the star-shaped region in the middle. Further, do, = r 
consists of 4M = 12 arcs, always meeting at right angles (plot produced by L. Persson, Lulel). 
plane will be discussed. Then p-harmonic functions of the form cp = rkf(#), 
“quasi-radial” solutions, will be treated and these functions will illustrate 
some of our previous theorems. We shall also see what some of these 
solutions look like in the hodograph plane. 
4.1. Hodograph Transformation for the p-Harmonic Equation 
We will here transform the p-harmonic equation in a classical manner by 
introducing u = cp,, u = (pY as new independent variables. Let us first fix 
some terminology and notation. In the physical plane the variables are x, y 
and z = x - iy. In the hodograph plane: U, u and polar coordinates q, 8. In 
the potential plane: rp and $. 
The presentation will be similar to, but not identical with, [BEl, 
pp. 13-14; B-S, pp. 130-1321. 
Assume now that cp(x, y) is p-harmonic in a simply connected domain D 
in the xy-plane. Let [grad cpI # 0 in D. Then cp is smooth, in fact real 
analytic, in D (see the second corollary in Section 2.1). Assume also that 
J= ~p.~.~‘p,,.~ - cp$ # 0 in D. Let tj be a stream function for cp. Then 
After suitably restricting the domain D, it will be in one-to-one correspon- 
dence continuously differentiable, with some domains in the hodograph 
and potential planes, respectively. We shall derive the “Chaplygin 
equations” for cp and II/. These are differential equations for cp and II/, 
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considered as functions of (q, 0) in the hodograph plane. First, the chain 
rule gives 
(:: ::K: 5:) =G 3 
where xv = (~x/Q)~ = cOIIs,,  etc. Put 
A=(;: ;:)=(p;p-:,r,, q::iEo;e). 
The inverse of A is 
which gives x, = cos 8/q, etc. 
Writing z =x+ iy, we see that az/acp =eie/q and az/&j = ie’*/qP-‘. 
Therefore, a line integral 
is independent of the path in the potential plane. Consequently, 
(4 
( = two real equations). Transforming this condition to the (q, O)-plane 
will give the Chaplygin equations. The mapping (cp, $) CI (q, 0) is one- 
to-one and C ’ in both directions. Put J, = d(q, O)/a(rp, t,b). Since 
(ah wa(4,e)) = (44, e)iah ~8-1 we see that 
and 
We can therefore also write 
so the relation (a) is transformed into 
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or 




of linear equations. Elimination of cp or + by differentiation gives 
4 +he=aq( -sqq) 
P-l -qp’eee=aq $5 . 
( ) 







These “Chaplygin equations” are a consequence of our assumptions concern- 
ing cp(x, y). Observe that the uncoupled equations (d) are not equivalent 
to (b). 
Before transforming (d) further, we will prove a theorem concerning the 
inverse procedure, i.e., going from the hodograph plane to the physical. 
Strictly speaking, we consider the “polar hodograph” plane and do not 
identify points (q, 0) and (q, 0 + 2~). 
THEOREM 7. Let there be given a function cp = (p(q, 0) E C2(Q), where 52 
is a simply connected domain in the right half q > 0 of the (q, 8)-plane. 





there. One can then define, uniquely up to a constant, a function $ E C’(Q) 
by 
tiy= qP-‘(Pe9 
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Then all equations (b), (c), and (d) will be satisfied in Q. Further, the line 
integral 
is path independent in Q. Let Z connect a fixed (qO, 0,) to a variable 
(q, t3)~Q. Put z=x+iy=Z(ZJ=z(q, 13). Then z(q, ~)EC’(Q) and 
i3(x, y)/a(q, 0) # 0 in 0. After a possible reduction of 52 to Q’, 52’ will be in 
one-to-one correspondence with a domain D’ in the physical plane. Now the 
relations z = Z(Z), cp = (p(q, 0), tj = +(q, 0) implicitly deJine cp = cp(x, y) and 
Ic/ = t&x, y) as functions in D’. These functions are in C*(D’), cp is 
p-harmonic, and I,+ is a stream function for cp. Thus, II/ is PI-harmonic 
(l/p + l/p’ = 1). Finally, cpX + i(py = qe’*. 
Proof The p.d.e. for cp says that the expressions for II/, and ee are 
compatible in R. Since 62 is simply connected, + can be defined as stated in 
C*(Q). Clearly, Eq. (b), (c), and (d) hold in Q. Now 
It is a routine matter to verify that Z(Z) is path independent, as a 
consequence of (b). Clearly 
Z(r)=Jr $dcp+sd#, 
where Z’ is the image of Z in the potential plane. We further observe 
that a(cp, II/)/a(q, e)=(--q*-*/(p- l))~p~-q*-~&O in 52, so the map 
(q, 0) + (cp, II/) is invertible, at least locally. From the form of Z(Z) we see 
that 
( ii 
cos 8 sin 8 - -- 
ah Y) 4 4 P--l 
- = 
aby *I sin e cos 8 -- 
4 4*-’ 1 
and the Jacobian 8(x, y)/a(rp, 1(1) = l/q* > 0. Since a(cp, $)/a(q, 0) < 0 we 
have a(x, y)/a(q, 0) < 0 in 0. It is also clear that z(q, 6) E C*(Q). It remains 
to consider cp = cp(x, y) and rc/ = +(x, y), defined in some convenient 
domain D’ c D. It follows that cp, $ E C’(D’), since all variable transfor- 
mations are in C*. From the form of 8(x, y)/a(cp, +) one has at once 
ah ICI) q cos 8 q sin 8 -= 
ah Y) ( -q*-* sin 8 q*-* c0s e > ’ (4.1) 
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Thus, p-K = q cos 8, . . . . IVcpl = q and IVt,bI = qp- ‘. The relation a,($,) = 
a,($,) gives a,( JVcpj p-2 cp,) = a,( - Ivy11 p- * cp,), i.e., ~0 is p-harmonic and 
analogously for I,+. This proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that, instead of cp, $ is given in C*(Q), satisfying 
(4.2) 
and II/s + $‘, > 0 in IR. Then a conjugate function cp E C*(Q) can be defined via 
the same relations as in the theorem, and all conclusions remain valid. 
ProoJ Analogous to the above proof. 
Remark. A multiple covering of the (u, v)-plane is not excluded, as long 
as cp, t,Q are well-defined functions of (q, 0). 
4.2. Quasi-radial Solutions 
p-harmonic functions of the form rp = rkf(d) (polar coordinates) will be 
called quasi-radial solutions. In [AR1 ] all such functions were determined 
for any p > 2, and a representation formula was derived. As is briefly 
explained in [AR2], this implies similar results for the dual case q < 2. The 
quasi-radial solutions r&f(4) fall into different categories with quite dif- 
ferent properties, depending on k and p, and there are also “subcases” 
within some categories. We will now consider p > 2 and “category 3,” for 
which k > (p - 2)/( p - 1). 
Then f(4) has a parametric representation 
(4.3) 
where a = (p - 1 )/(p - 2), C, and C2 are arbitrary constants, and r is a 
parameter, - co < r < cc. It is easy to verify that f (4) is a periodic function 
with period 2$= 27r[l- (1 - l/k) JaklJm] [ARl, p. 1461. 
Solutions rk( f(d)) in a full neighborhood of the origin are found by 
solving the equation 2~ = m .24, m = integer > 1. Then m is the number of 
max and min of f(b), for 0 < 4 G 21~. One finds that [ARl, p. 1501 
k=2a-(1-l/m)2+(1-l/m)~4a(a-1)+(1-l/m)Z 
2a[ 1 - (1 - l/m)*] =kh P). 
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EXAMPLE. Choose p = 3, m = 2. The above formula gives 
k(2, 3) = (15 + fi)/12. If cp is 3-harmonic, it follows from Section 2 that 
Vq satisfies a local Holder condition with the exponent l/(p - 1) = 5. We 
also now find an upper estimate for the Holder exponent, namely 
k(2, 3) - 1 = (3 + a)/12 =0,7287... . 
Return to the p-harmonic cp = rkf(d) (p > 2 and k > (p-2)/(p- 1)). 
Clearly (for z # 0) 
cpx + i(py = rk- ‘(kf(q5) + if’(#)) ei9. 
The parametric representation gives, if we choose C2 = l/k > 0: 
[ARl, p. 1433. Thus 
kf(~)+~~(~)=(l-~)‘k~1”2.e~j~, 
and 
cp; + i(py = rk- ’ (l cy;i)l*li-*.eii4-rJ. 
Clearly, k = 1 implies cp = Ax + By; a case avoided from now on. 
Observe that dq5/dt = 1 - (a(k - l))/(ak - cos’ z), so that I(d&dz) - 11 2 
(alk- ll)/ak >O, for all z. 
Further, .dd/dt = (a - cos* z)/(uk - cos’ 7) z (a - l)/ak > 0, for all 7. Put 
p(7) = (1 - cos’ r/ak)(k-“‘2, so that 
cp, + i(py = rk-‘p(7) e”“-I’. 
Thus a/h/q, + i(pY[ = (k - 1) rke2p(7) # 0, and a/dr(arg(cp, + icp,)) = 0. 
Further, a/@( arg( cp, + icp,)) = 1 - dz/d4 # 0. Therefore, Jo = a( 1 qX + @,I, 
arg(...))/a(r, 4) # 0. Indeed, C,rk ~’ d lJ0l < C,rkd2, for some positive 
constants C,, C4 which only depend on p and k. This holds also if cp is not 
defined in a full neighborhood of the origin. 
Let cp = rkf(q5) be p-harmonic in a full neighborhood of the origin, and 
not a linear function. Then k> 1 and m 2 2 (see [ARl, p. 1491). In the 
parametric representation, choose C, = 0 and C, = l/k. As in Section 2 we 
want to write rp, - icp, = (h ox)(z) for some holomorphic h and quasi- 
conformal x. We simply try 
cpI- - i(py = rk-‘p(7) ei(‘-o= (x(z))” 
for some integer n 3 1. 
(4.4) 
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Let 4 increase from 0 to 271. Then z increases from 0 to m .2x, so that 
(z - 4) increases to (m - 1) .27r. Therefore, choose n = m - 1. Thus 
arg x(z) = (r - d)/(m - l), which is uniquely defined, modulo 2n, and 
continuous. Further, 
x(z) = r ik-,ii(m-“(l C~~~)(~~‘)‘(2(n~l)).e~(~-~l,(nli. (4.5) 
It remains to verify that the mapping z + x(z) is quasi-conformal. It can 
be decomposed into three mappings: first a “radial power,” then 
multiplication by p(t)“‘” - I), and finally an angular shift, 
4 + (z(4)- #)/(m - 1). It is well known that the radial power is quasi- 
conformal (see [L-V, p. 661). One can easily verify that the two other 
mappings are so, too. We leave the details. Thus, x is quasi-conformal. 
Next, consider the problem of representing rp + ill/ near a critical point. 
Let p > 2 and choose cp quasi-radial, defined in C*, with m > 2, so that 
k > 1. As shown in [AR2], there is a stream function tj = r’g(q5), where 
I-l=(p-l)(k-1). It follows that Z>k>l, so that Vq=V$=O at the 
origin. Further, 
g(4) = -ff’t4)Ck2ft4)2 + (f’W)21’p-2”2. 
Choose C, = 0, and recall that f’(4) = -const. . p(r) sin z. Clearly, 
I (cp + $)( z)l = A I zI ’ (A = positive constant), if arg z = n . n/m, n = integer, 
since then z = n . n. For some other angles, we find ((cp + i$)(z)l = B . Iz(‘. 
Clearly, this behavior cannot be produced by a mapping HOI, with H 
holomorphic and x quasi-conformal. It is, however, possible to construct a 
representation (cp + $)(z) = (x(z))“, where x is a topological mapping of 
the whole plane onto itself. Put 
i.e., 
x(z) = ((p(z)2 + +(z)2)l/*m . e&w3(v(z)+ M=))/m), 
x(z) = (py(42 + pg(~)2)l/2m~ eik?$rJfw)+ ir’g(Gwlm), 
One can easily verify that arg(r”f($) + ir’g(q5)) is strictly increasing from 0 
to m .27c, when 4 increases from 0 to 2n, keeping r > 0 fixed. This explains 
the exponent m. Clearly, x is well defined and continuous. We leave further 
details. 
4.3. The Hodograph Again 





sDyq+wq=o (4 ’ 0). 
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We are looking for some simple solutions of the form cp = F(B) G(p): 
F”G + (l/Q - 1)) FG” - ((p - 2)/(p - 1)) FG’ = 0. Separation of variables 
gives 
F” + LF = 0, 
G”-(p-2)G’-(p-l)IG=O, 
where the parameter A is at our disposal. The characteristic equation for G 
is 
c+(p-2)x-A(p-l)=O, (4.7) 
i.e., LX = (p - 2)/2 + f (p - 2)* + 4A(p - 1). We still have p > 2 and look 
for a solution rp approaching 0, when q + 0, i.e., when p + + co. Thus (4.7) 
must have a negative root and A >O must hold. This gives F(8) = 
A sin $9 + B cos &13, G(p) = Ce”‘” + Dea2”. 
Put /?=i[ (p-2)‘+4A(p- l)- (p-2)]. It is, for the present 
purpose, sufficient to consider cp = sin 80. eeBp, i.e., 
rp(q, 19) = ff sin de. 
In order to transform cp to the z plane, we must find the conjugate function 
$ according to Theorem 7. Therefore, I,$ must satisfy 
+qp-3.&qb0sJle 
tie= -5. /I@ - I sin de, 
(4.8) 
It is an easy consequence of (4.7) (satisfied by -p) that these equations are 
compatible and satisfied by 
NOW cp, $ are well defined for q > 0 and all 0. It remains to consider 
Jr (e”/q) dq + (ie”/q”-‘) dtj al ong various paths r in the (q, B)-plane. Let 
I’, be a segment 0’< 0 < 8”, q = 4, parallel to the e-axis. Observe that 
I’PJ bconst..qB, 11~5~1 <const..qP+8-2, and, therefore, along this segment, 
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I(e@/q) pe + (ieio/qp-‘) es1 < K.q”-‘, where K is independent of q. 
Suppose that /3 > 1. It follows that jr,, (e”/q) dq + (ie”/qp- ‘) d$ + 0, when 
q + 0. Now write 
z=z(q,, 8,)=J$@dq+$d$, 
where f connects some fixed point (qo, 0,) to the variable (ql, 6,). The 
integral is path independent in the half-plane q > 0. Choose r as indicated 
in Fig. 2 and let q -+ +O. 
It is clearly no serious restriction to choose z(q,, 6,) = Jr, 
is the segment 0 < q d q, , tI = 8,. This integral is 
















iJ;i =-.qf-’ .eiBI 
8-l ( 
cos JX 8, - i J- sin fi 8, 
& > 
. 
The derivation was done assuming that 
and A > 0. Clearly, p is an increasing function of 1, and I = 1 gives /I = 1. It 
is therefore necessary and sufficient for the validity that 1 < A < cc, and 
FIGURE 2 
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then 1 < fl< co. Further, p <I holds here, as is easily seen by looking at 
dfl/dA. 
Writing z = re’b, the expression for the line integral gives 4 = 8 + H(8), 
with H(0) = arg(cos fi 8 - @/a) sin & 0) + 7c/2 (0, replaced by 0). A 
trivial calculation gives H’(8) = - l/((l/fi) ~0s’ & 8 + (b/L) sin2 $ e). 
Put K, = min( l//?, B/n) and K, = max( l/B, p/n). Then 0 < K, < K2 < 1, and 
--+zyej< -$-c -1. 
1 2 
Thus, 4 is a strictly decreasing function of 8. 
LEMMA. The p-harmonic function cp = q(z) represented by z = z(q, 0) (as 
above) and cp = qp sin & 8 is a quasi-radial function and so is the stream 
function $. 
ProoJ Clearly, 4 = e(d) has a smooth inverse 8= e(4). The formula 
for z gives IzI =r=qa-’ .E’(d)>O, i.e., q=r1i(B-1).F(~)-1’(8-‘). Thus, 
cp(re@) = rB’(B- ‘) . G(d), and similarly for $. This proves the lemma. 
Remark. The solution p(z) falls into case 3 in [ARl], since 
BAB- l)> 1 >(P-2MP- 1). 
It is convenient to summarize. 
THEOREM 8. Let l<p<co andA>l. Put 
S=&/(p-2)2+412(p- l)-(p-2)]. 
Then b > 1. Consider the formulas 
q=#sin&B 




Let D be a domain in the z-plane and Q a domain in the (q, Q-plane such 
that D and s2 are in l-l correspondence through the last of the three for- 
mulas. Then the three formulas define a p-harmonic function cp in D such that 
cpx + i(pY = qeie, and a p’-harmonic function II/ in D, where l/p + l/p’= 1. 
Further, $ is the stream function of cp. Finally, cp and Ic/ are quasi-radial 
functions. 
It is not necessary for the conclusion that D and 52 are in l-l corre- 
spondence, as long as the formulas define rp and $ uniquely in D. 
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Remarks. Although the preceding discussion was, at a few places, 
focused on the case p > 2, it is easy to see that the theorem holds for 
1 < p < co. Applications of these solutions will be given elsewhere. 
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